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PART I 
 

PREFACE



 I look for poetry that is more than an emotional expression, more than witty 

word play, and more than an interesting observation. I believe that poetry has 

survived for thousands of years because it provides people with a transpersonal 

connection that they can’t find elsewhere. As Adam Zagajewski states in the title 

essay of his book A Defense of Ardor: 

Surely we don’t go to poetry for sarcasm or irony, for critical distance, learned  

dialectics or clever jokes. These worthy qualities and forms perform splendidly  

in their proper place―in an essay, a scholarly tract, a broadside in an  

opposition newspaper. In poetry, though, we seek the vision, the fire, the flame  

that accompanies spiritual revelation. In short, from poetry we expect poetry.  

(31) 

I know that I look for this spiritual connection in poetry―not necessarily religious 

poetry, but poetry that does more than point to the mundane. I want poetry to give 

me that inspirational spark, that glimpse into a world beyond my own. 

 Poems that succeed in doing this force me into a perspective that I haven’t 

previously imagined by yoking together two or more seemingly disparate elements. 

Although these elements are placed together, they are not entirely unified. They are 

juxtaposed in a way in which they seem to coexist, but the bridge created by the poet 

also drives a wedge between them, which allows me to consider the unity of the 

elements while recognizing what sets them apart. This tension between the old 

elements and the new link between them creates energy for the poem. This poetic 

nexus contributes to the transpersonal experience that I seek. 
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 Many of the poets that I admire employ such juxtapositions along with myth in 

order to create poetry that ascends to the sublime. For example, William Blake 

makes his own prophecies out of carefully dissected biblical myths. He redefines the 

old myths by casting them against a new one. Sylvia Plath utilizes history and myth to 

process her own emotional turmoil. By casting herself as preexisting characters, she 

gains the ability to transform her pain into very powerful statements and, in the 

process, makes a myth of herself. Louise Glück explores the mundane through the 

perspective of nonhuman speakers. Through their voices, she meditates on the 

relationships of her speakers with the world. Each of these poets provides 

transpersonal moments in their work by establishing a connection between disparate 

elements that simultaneously separates the elements further. 

 

***** 

 

When I first encountered “The Marriage of Heaven and Hell” by William Blake, 

the title of the poem alone intrigued me, and I was curious to see how Blake would 

approach the myths of Heaven and Hell. How might these two opposing forces be 

wed? What or who would force them to unify? What would happen to each when they 

had joined? What was man’s fate if the two no longer existed separately? The 

questions raised seemed blasphemous, utterly taboo, which made me even more 

excited to read the work.  
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“The Marriage of Heaven and Hell” begins with a poetic gesture, but quickly 

moves into a more prosaic style found in most of Blake’s prophetic works. The lines 

are long and the language is discursive because he offers an argument instead of a 

song. In poems such as this, Blake seems to put rhyme and meter aside in order to 

attack the opposition in a more direct way. The opening poem provides a setting of 

great unrest for the argument that follows in order to give the reader a sense of the 

conflicting world into which he or she is about to be plunged. 

Blake establishes the contrast almost immediately in Plate 3. He not only 

claims that contrary elements exist in this world, but that they are necessary:  

   Without Contraries is no progression. Attraction  

and Repulsion, Reason and Energy, Love and  

Hate, are necessary to Human existence. 

   From these contraries spring what the religious call 

Good & Evil. Good is the passive that obeys Reason 

Evil is the active springing from Energy 

 Good is Heaven. Evil is Hell. (144) 

At this point in the poem, I was somewhat confused because Blake seems to be 

contradicting the title of his own work. He expertly establishes the contrasting forces 

for his argument, but I wondered how he might bring the two together as the title 

suggests. 

 As the poem continues, much of the argument focuses on the energy ignored 

by the angels―the force of life embraced by the demons of Hell. Because Blake is 
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largely concerned with providing an opposing argument to the religious publications 

circulating in England at the time, he spends much of his efforts dismissing the 

analytical zealotry he feels exists in the writings of strict Christian authors. One might 

argue that Blake is guilty of a similar extremism since he doesn’t seem to provide a 

positive example of the analytical side of Heaven. Blake may not have explored this 

opposing side thoroughly, but he does have moments in which he finds a place 

where the two contraries of reason and energy meet. 

 In Plate 4, the Devil argues that religion wrongly claims that the body is 

separate from the soul and that man will be punished by God for exploring the energy 

that is the soul. This argument differs from the usual religious ideas of how the soul 

and body work. In many religious arguments, the soul is thought to be the governing 

reason behind the impulses of the flesh. Blake argues that the body contains the 

reason to control the life energy, the desire, of the soul. Blake’s reversal allows him 

to arrange the marriage promised in the title of the work. If Heaven is reason, or 

body, and Hell is energy, or soul, then the three maxims in this section of the poem 

explain how they are wedded: 

    1. Man has no Body distinct from his Soul 

 for that call[e]d Body is a portion of Soul discerned 

 by the five Senses, the chief inlets of Soul in this 

 age 

    2. Energy is the only life and is from the Body 

 and Reason is the bound or outward circumference 
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 of Energy. 

    3. Energy is Eternal Delight (146) 

From these claims, Blake has subtly suggested that Man embodies the marriage of 

Heaven and Hell. I might also point out the formal arrangement of this brief section. 

The explanation of how the two are joined occurs between the explanations of what 

Body and Energy are. Within Man both Heaven and Hell exist. 

 Even though the speaker himself is a combination of the two, he remains 

independent from Heaven and Hell. He seems to hold the powers given to each and 

is, therefore, capable of something that neither Heaven nor Hell is individually. Blake 

uses the speaker as a connection between the two opposites in order to show how 

they differ. While in Hell, the speaker examines the lack of reason; while in Heaven, 

the speaker notices the lack of energy. By forming the bridge between the two 

worlds, Blake has actually separated them further. Through the speaker, the reader 

is able to examine Hell from the point of Heaven and Heaven from the point of Hell. 

This connection that separates provides the reader with a transpersonal feeling 

because a new myth has been created.  

 I tried very hard in my earliest poems to establish a mythic quality similar to 

Blake’s. I attempted to make connections with classical mythology as many poets 

have done in order to cast light on the present through the stories of the past. Carl 

Dennis writes, “Myth is an important source for the few stories that poets can count 

on their readers to know, stories that have been used by so many and for so long that 

they are part of the history of our culture, the source of many of its traditional 
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examples of human behavior” (145). However, myth can also cause resentment 

among readers if nothing new is done with it. Why bother rewriting something that 

has already been written? Including myth in a poem by simply presenting it without 

making any connections will cause the poem to fail because the myth used will seem 

a separate element that does not relate to the rest of the poem. When using myth, 

the poet must play with what is already established through comparing or possibly 

retelling in order to create something new. 

 In one of my earlier poems, “The Shroud of Diana,” I use Diana and Apollo in 

order to write a poem about the night between twilight and morning. The speaker 

does not retell any of the myth associated with these Greek gods but uses Diana 

instead to describe the night as a garment trailing behind her. This shroud acts as a 

connection between the edges of the day, but it also separates evening from 

morning, day from night. 

 Examining night as a low-light sanctuary places the day in the unexpected role 

of the threatening presence usually associated with darkness. This reversal produces 

a new perspective for the reader in which a frightful presence exists with the 

attacking force of day and night becomes the tragic victim. Much like Blake’s reversal 

of Heaven and Hell, the often despised creatures of night become beautiful and 

tragic. The light of day emerges as a destructive force that casts the world into a 

painful analysis that destroys the sublime. 

 Many of my other poems from the same time failed because they lacked such 

elaborate scenes. The voice of the speaker was too prophetic, too declarative. I was 
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trying to sound mythical without providing a myth, and I ended up with dismissive 

arguments that tried to claim too much. I did not understand then that in order to 

establish the myth, I had to provide the reader with a language that allowed for 

interpretation. By using symbols and allusion, readers make the leap on their own 

without being told what to think or feel. Yoking together familiar stories with the 

unexpected creates poetic energy from the tension between what the reader knows 

and what is new or changed. Poems that claim too much, that try for prophecy 

instead of myth, usually lack subtlety. They try to tell the reader of the revelation 

rather than let the reader experience it for themselves. Zagajewski observes: 

 Mystical experience can’t be communicated. If it could, not a single atheist or  

agnostic would remain on the planet, they’d all be swept up in a great flow of  

religious fervor. But in fact, mystics are mute, or they speak in allusions, they  

summon metaphors, they circle the burning bonfire without being fire  

themselves. (89) 

Once I came to this realization, I learned to incorporate suggestive language into my 

poetry by using syntax that allows for multiple readings of a line, enjambments that 

alter perceptions of words as the poem moves, and imagery that develops a scene 

which the abstract can cling to. To paraphrase Zagajewski, I attempt to show the 

reader the fire without casting them into it. 
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***** 

 

 One poet who did not escape the fire is Sylvia Plath. She casts her own 

personal tragedies into myth many times in her own poems. However, her tragic 

reputation is not the reason that her poems resonate today. They have a strong 

intellectual direction and carry a lyrical quality that gives her quiet voice a powerful 

precision that is absent in amateur, confessional poetry. She makes artful 

connections to biblical, classical, and historical characters in her poems in order to 

place herself into the same company as Lazarus, the Colossus, and the Jews of the 

Holocaust. By using other stories to play out her own, the events in her life seem 

equal in significance to the mythical events that are legendary in the reader’s eyes. 

Connecting to myth allows Plath to distance herself from her personal emotions and 

fashion them into a more manageable form. The mythical characters provide readers 

with a reference for the emotional aspects of the poem. 

 In the poem “Daddy,” Plath makes several associations between various 

characters in the poem in order to ultimately separate from her husband. The poem 

takes place at a point at which she has recognized a similar struggle with her 

husband as that which she had with her father. She describes the transference, 

writing: 

 I was ten when they buried you. 

 At twenty I tried to die 

 And get back, back, back to you. 
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 I thought even the bones would do. 

 

 But they pulled me out of the sack, 

 And they stuck me together with glue. 

 And then I knew what to do. 

 I made a model of you, 

 A man in black with a Meinkampf look 

  

 And a love of the rack and the screw. 

 And I said I do, I do. (57-67) 

She seems to suggest that when she was rescued from her attempted suicide, the 

person she became is only a model of the person she had been. In a similar way, she 

makes her new husband into a model of her father: he is not the same man but 

bears a striking resemblance. 

By referring to both of them as “Daddy,” she conflates the two men and is able 

to resolve the issues that she has with both in one exasperated stroke: 

If I’ve killed one man, I’ve killed two― 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

There’s a stake in your fat black heart 

And the villagers never liked you. 

They are dancing and stamping on you. 

They always knew it was you. 
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Daddy, daddy, you bastard, I’m through. (71, 76-80) 

The second to the last line sounds extremely accusatory and confesses a recognition 

of the father in the husband with the italicized word “knew.” The repetition of 

“Daddy” in the last line may appear to be just that, but it is also an address to both 

men in the poem. 

To carry this poem even further, Plath compares her current husband with a 

vampire and her father with Hitler. She casts herself in the roles of a villager attacked 

by the vampire and a Jew in the Holocaust. By joining the historical with the 

archetypal, history becomes its own kind of myth. Employing mythical and historical 

figures as representations of the people in the poem allows Plath to encourage an 

immediate emotional recognition of their characteristics.  

The roles are not comparisons by any means, nor is Plath comparing her pain 

to that of the Holocaust victims. They are costumes that merely assist the reader in 

identifying the relationship she has with the two men. She accepts the part of the Jew 

gracefully and utilizes a disturbingly playful language to downplay the connection as 

well as undermine her Nazi father. She explores how she came to be a Jew  while 

dismissing the weapons her German father uses against her: 

With my gypsy ancestress and my weird luck 

And my Taroc pack and my Taroc pack 

I may be a bit of a Jew. 

 

I have always been scared of you, 
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With your Luftwaffe, your gobbledygoo. 

And your neat moustache 

And your Aryan eye, bright blue. 

Panzer-man, panzer-man, O You― (38-45) 

The word “gobbledygoo” sounds humorous and suggests that the war machines are 

nothing more than junk. The sigh of “O You” undermines any seriousness that the 

father carries. It’s almost as if Plath is making fun of her own comparison between 

her father and the Nazis. She seems to say that as hard as her father might try, he is 

only capable of a shadow of the cruelty inflicted on the Jews by the Nazis. Including 

such serious topics in a poem that sounds like a demented nursery rhyme produces 

powerful poetic energy from the seeming mismatch of tone, music, allusion, and 

subject. 

 By associating with the historical figures in the poem, Plath seems better able 

to process her own emotional turmoil. The role of the Jew allows her to manage her 

feelings toward her father and her husband. She makes a connection that distances 

her from the intensity of the situation and provides her with the strength needed to 

separate from both her father and her husband.  

What I take from Plath is her ability to use classical works in a modern context 

in order to play out the old myths in a new way. I have used classical mythology in 

many of my own poems, and I have even responded to other poets’ treatment of 

those myths. In my poem “Still Life with Gorgon,” I respond to Louise Bogan’s poem 

“Medusa” by answering some questions that I do not feel the poem answers. For 
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example, why is the speaker in Bogan’s poem in such a remote area? With the first 

line “I had come to the house, in a cave of trees,” I immediately question the 

speaker’s presence. I assume that it is the only house within the “cave of trees,” and 

I wonder why the speaker says “the house,” not “a house.” Then, I wonder why she 

would seek out such a dangerous creature. Had the speaker come to conquer 

Medusa once again, or had she sought Medusa out in order to die? Then, I want to 

know why she would seek that death specifically. I imagine an eternity of the scene 

the poem presents, but the poem does not address whether or not Medusa is part of 

the scene. Although I don’t know the mechanics of Medusa’s stare, I choose to 

picture her there with the speaker. Then, the speaker’s death doesn’t seem so lonely 

or isolated. Medusa has not only killed her; she has given her eternal companionship. 

The speaker in my poem is someone who has gone looking for the speaker in 

Bogan’s poem because he learned of her quest to find the gorgon. By the time he 

arrives, the house from Bogan’s poem has fallen, the trees have lost their leaves, 

and the water has dried. Oddly, the speaker can see the image from Bogan’s poem in 

the statue’s eyes, and “She is there, the hermit / gorgon, looking back.” He sees 

Medusa’s caring look and asks: 

Did you escape the dreamless dark 

when you found solace in her stare? 

Instead of endless sleep, one lasting 

scene as she holds you with her hair 

and rests you with her eyes. (11-15) 
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By using characters that had entered the scene of Bogan’s poem, I was able to 

engage the story that Bogan had created as well as the classic myth of the gorgon. 

My speaker questions the motivation of the speaker in Bogan’s poem. He ponders 

the possibility that the statue wanted to die but could not face a potential oblivion. 

 

***** 

 

 When the speaker of a poem embodies a character for the poet to speak 

through, I am impressed by the imagination required to accomplish such a task, 

especially when the speaker is wholly alien to any human way of thinking. Louise 

Glück assumes the voices of God, the foliage in his garden, the seasons, and even 

different parts of the day in her book The Wild Iris. She connects to nature in a way 

that allows her to examine life from many perspectives unavailable to many poets. 

Associating with these natural elements permits her to examine human loss. She 

appears to be asking why we humans have such trouble accepting death. And the 

fact that many of these questions come from flowers doesn’t seem unnatural at all 

because she connects to her speakers’ voices so artfully that I don’t question their 

validity. 

 Glück uses the flowers in much the same way that Plath uses archetypal 

characters. She clothes the speaker in their guise, but has them speak in a very 

human voice. In the poem “Trillium,” Glück has the fragile forest flower speak of its 

delicate life as it moves through rapid stages of understanding its temporary 
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existence. It uses language to build a connection between life and death in order to 

accept its eventual separation from the living world.  

As the flower develops a consciousness, it seems to question why it was even 

born. “The dark seemed natural” to the flower, which suggests that its birth is not. 

Why be called to exist if only to suffer? With each thought, the flower feels more pain 

as it discovers the spiritual realm beyond the canopy of trees: “And as I watched, all 

the lights of heaven / faded to make a single thing, a fire / burning through the cool 

firs” (4-7). This beam of light provides a direct link between the flower and heaven, 

but the flower is unable to accept it. 

With the possibility of heaven comes the possibility of death, and the flower 

bows its head because it is not able to accept its own mortality yet. However, it 

contemplates a way to mature to the point of acceptance:  

I think if I speak long enough 

I will answer that question, I will see 

whatever they see, a ladder 

reaching through the firs, whatever 

calls them to exchange their lives― (12-16) 

The ladder is the same beam of light that the flower perceived earlier in the poem but 

now carries a positive aspect. The same scorching ray that the flower sees is 

deliverance for others. The speaker recognizes a need to change in order to see the 

potential hope of removal, but the flower still speaks with uncertainty. 
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 In the last stanza of the poem, the flower takes comfort in the emotional 

distance it has traveled in this short time, and it recognizes the power language has 

given it. Through speech, it unexpectedly finds the connection necessary to accept 

death, the separation from life: 

 only a moment ago, I didn’t know my voice 

 if one were given me 

 would be so full of grief, my sentences 

 like cries strung together. 

 I didn’t even know I felt grief 

 until that word came, until I felt 

 rain streaming from me. (19-25) 

The flower’s sentences are reminiscent of the ladder and the light imagery earlier in 

the poem. When I read this poem, I think of religious Renaissance paintings in which 

the words of angels are written in gold script that connects their mouth to an ear. In a 

similar fashion, I picture a ladder made of letters emerging from the flower into the 

sky. The flower uses language to progress toward grief, which will allow it to accept 

death as well as heaven. The act of the flower in the poem then is to strive toward a 

vision that may or may not come by speaking in the face of uncertainty to find a word 

for grief but to still search for some other word yet to come that reveals a larger 

vision. 

 This idea of using language to progress toward a larger vision is the main 

theme in my poem “Writing, or: Learning to Die.” Although it has similar themes to 
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Glück’s poem, I wrote it before I had read “Trillium.” The similarities are very 

interesting, but I developed “Writing” in response to Hélène Cixous’s critical work 

Three Steps on the Ladder of Writing. As I was reading through the book, I was 

continually fascinated by the symbolic story she provided for the criticism of writing in 

general. She told a tale of literature gaining life without the author, literature that 

seemed to write itself. In addition to her theatrics, I took from the book the idea that 

a writer must have an imagination powerful enough to create a world apart from 

themselves in which the work can exist on its own. To do this, the writer must remove 

himself from the text. He must commit literary suicide. 

 What impressed me most about Cixous’s book was that her criticism built a 

world in my mind where her ideas personified themselves and played out her 

arguments in front of my eyes. I was particularly interested in the ideas that she had 

about a realm of raw imagination that exists within all artists apart from their 

persona. She calls this place the “imund.” It can only be reached through losing the 

self when writing. My poem is a story of a writer traveling on this journey in hopes to 

reach that place where his imagination is not restrained by his personality or ego. In 

the last section of the poem, he describes this transformation as it happens: 

 As I walked, each step forward 

 was true though I ached 

 at the loss of me. My footsteps 

 closed back over themselves 
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 like slow water smoothing a gap. 

 I felt like a hand walking 

 across a page, each word lost 

 in the acquisition of the next. (13-20) 

Although he lacks direction, he knows that he moves towards his goal. The walking, 

or writing, occurs spontaneously. He seems to be dying or losing his mind, but he 

welcomes the change. 

 When he reaches the destination, when he completely loses himself, he 

transforms and speaks from a voice that is and is not his: 

 When I stopped, I grew 

down through the floor and up. 

My arms fused with my sides 

 

and my head unfolded 

in blossom. I am not. 

There is only a flower 

of fire petalling 

through the air 

like tongues, speaking 

from the imund, where 

I have always and never been. (28-36) 
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The flower of fire is a figure taken from Cixous’s book. The flower is similar to Glück’s 

in that it speaks as an act of progression, but in my poem, the flaming petals 

represent pages peeling from the writer in his unrestrained state. The comparison to 

tongues is reminiscent of biblical imagery of the Holy Spirit in order to suggest a 

spiritual aspect of the imagination. The writer has connected to a source of his own 

imagination separate from his persona in order to write the “authorless” text that 

Cixous praises.  

Glück’s poems serve as examples of such texts, but so do Blake’s and Plath’s. 

All three poets manage to create poetry that exists without them, poetry that seems 

to produce its own myths. When poems exist as individual entities from a realm 

removed from the world we know, they become difficult to question or doubt. Even 

though they only remotely resemble our world, they create a momentary existence 

that feels real if only in our mind. Poems such as these allow me to consider the 

world that I think I know from a vantage point previously unimagined.  

The feeling I have when I encounter these moments is not unlike a spiritual 

revelation. These transpersonal experiences are strongest when a poet draws 

together two seemingly disparate elements in a way that forces me to consider how 

the two relate while calling attention to how they differ. By forcing a connection 

between the two, the poet simultaneously separates them further, just as a bridge 

provides a point between two land masses while reminding us that they exist apart 

from one another, and the energy rushing beneath the bridge carries me to that 

moment in poetry where I travel beyond myself. 
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Orpheus’s Gate 
 
     Orpheus can change the world 
  For a while, but he cannot save it, which is his despair. 
 
      ―Mark Strand, Dark Harbor 
 
Every first note steps under 
the shade. Each verse cries 
into the depths. Orpheus weaves 
 
his fragile veil to reclaim his bride 
once more. His words are coins 
to the river man who delivers him 
 
to the flickering shore.  
Every wraith weeps at the ransom  
song from the world above  
 
as their king releases Eurydice.  
Each bloodless face cries weightless 
tears when Orpheus leads her past. 
 
At first, she protests, afraid 
of losing love again, but each 
call drowns in the current as music  
 
caresses her phantom limbs  
and chisels flesh from silhouette.  
She begins to laugh and steps  
 
toward the fiery sky. When he feels  
her breath on his back, he turns.  
Where the final notes fall on the edge  
 
of the cave, where day crushes 
eternal night, where song recognizes  
itself as song, her lips part.  
 
The fading smile reminds him  
the end of each song,  
every poem, is another look back. 
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The Duomo of Milan: July 2004 
 
In the piazza, a man teeming with pigeons  
shoves his seed-filled hand into mine, and the birds 
begin to feed. They peck and scratch until my palm 
is red and empty. He demands money for the assault, 
no small change, so I cast the coins across the ground 
to remind him the meaning of beggar. 
 
I move past his curses to see the cathedral  
where Gothic climbed through Renaissance as Romans  
built for Spain, then France, before Italy reclaimed Milan. 
Five hundred years and grey scaffolding still covers the face 
of the monstrous church. The tallest spires rise above 
the wall, a glint of gold at the highest point―the Madonnina 
watches over the fashionably changing city. 
 
I buy a ticket to the roof. Five euros to walk 
up the murmuring marble steps, where divots 
speak of countless feet rubbing down the stone. 
In open corridors on the side of the roof, gargoyles 
and saints wear spikes so that pigeons may find no rest. 
 
The spires, like barbed missiles keep saints 
at their heads, looking down on the streets from the heart 
of Milan; a capital of many empires, with streets rushing 
towards the church like veins, clogged with malls and designers 
reigning from the days of Napoleon. Armani, Versace, 
Dolce & Gabbana infected the streets with green, and poisoned 
the cathedral until it, too, was on sale for a handful of coins. 
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Under Akhmatova’s Sky 
 
When the cold fires blaze up 
against the walls of reason, 
when fear is a scrap of paper 
 
and mouths are pockets for memory, 
we can only stare, unflinching. 
Death is only deliverance  
 
here. Mourning is a crime. 
This slow inferno rips voices 
from the air, breath from lungs. 
 
In the tumultuous silence, witnessing 
eyes ache to blink and God is 
the last ember in a mouthful of ash.
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First Communion 
 
She takes him into her small mouth.  
The world on a wafer. A waxing disc  
to quench the crescent  
of doubt. The questionable  
stars devoured by the sun. She holds him  
 
as he dissolves. The roof of her mouth 
sticky white. She will not force  
him down, will not bite  
or prod him with her hand  
even though she wants to gag. 
 

In her mind, he begins to rip,  
the friends he gathered for this small feast  
stare down at their empty plates, 

 
reluctant to acknowledge  
his voice. In breaking of bread,  
tears fall to the table, not crumbs. 

 
The metal rim feels cold 
against her lips. Thin wine rushes 
through body, and flesh slides 
down her throat. The sour taste 
widens her empty stomach. 
 

After the echoing pour, he places  
the pitcher on his left, the cup  
on his right. As he waits  
 
for a hand to receive it,  
he watches the red froth  
stain the wood of the cup. 

 
She rises from the altar 
and returns to her pew. 
Kneeling, head down, hands pressed, 
she waits for a washing 
unknown, a kingdom of keys. 
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Latin footsteps sound heavy 
in the distance. On the Mount of Olives,  
he knows this is the last time he’ll speak  
 
his faith before the Romans make it their own. 
Kneeling alone, he begs for the cup to pass,  
but he only feels his tongue on the night. 

 
She feels her knees swell, refuses 
to breathe a whisper, ignores 
the pulse in her ear. A silence heavy  
as tombs. She had not devoured  
the world, nor had it eaten her words. 
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Inspiration 
 
As if tasting it made me 
vast and deep as the invisible  
well from which it sprang. 
 
It seemed endless, idle, waiting for my hand  
to cup and bring it to my lips. Sometimes  
sweet down my throat, occasionally tart 
 
as a cherry, bitter as blood. 
Sometimes it burned like molten glass, 
cleansing. I never thought I could tire  
 
of its translucent body. But I dove  
too deep, drank until it dripped  
from my pores. Then there was a taint 
 
on its waters, a thin film slurring  
onto my shores, leaving silt in my sight.  
Soon my mouth twisted, and my hands  
 
crumpled into vagrant stumps. My gaze dimmed  
so that I was looking at the world from a bottle  
not a well. My vision bent until I staggered  
 
into myself. There I was, curved across the back  
of a bottle, stretched and swollen,  
the world’s corners receding behind me. 
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The Water Clock 
 
As I walk away, the door shuts 
and the light of the house, your face, 
fades. I place it in a jar 
 
just beneath the earth 
so that it might keep  
until I return. 
 
I’m afraid the people I meet  
might find a map to you 
in my eyes, so I push everything  
 
down. It settles just between  
my shoulders, a knot against  
my spine―tethered, burning. 
 
Each day feels like a second 
falling from a frozen water clock. 
Each step, a glacial slide away. 
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Still Life with Gorgon 
 
  “This is a dead scene forever now. 
  Nothing will ever stir. 
  The end will never brighten it more than this, 
  Nor the rain blur.” 
     ―Louise Bogan, Medusa 
 
The statue of the forest sighs a constant 
awe. The face shows no stain 
of terror, the body holds no vine, 
the creases in the marble dress 
have not darkened yet. 
 
Eyes, still like glass, reflect 
the former scene: the house stands, 
the trees are green, the water 
always falls. She is there, the hermit 
gorgon, looking back at you. 
 
Did you escape the dreamless dark 
when you found solace in her stare? 
Instead of endless sleep, one lasting 
scene as she holds you with her hair  
and rests you with her eyes. 
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Words 
 
Breath that we’ve drawn 
circles around. A volley of chimes 
arcing towards the next mouth. 
Glass spheres pitched from cup 
to cup. Errant globes caught 
on the ends of sticky plastic wands, 
held for a moment, dismissed 
with a rush of air.  

     Inert, 
moving when guided, delicately 
passed across the great gap 
like eggs from spoon to spoon. 
Cast and colored only  
by the hands that wield them.  
An ecstatic fumbling  
towards meaning.  

     Dropped,  
they splash onto the page as just 
ink, a swatch of ephemeral language. 
We find shape only through the ring― 
that barely traceable line  
which, if pricked, will only gasp. 
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Cellular Coughs 
 
I heard Mozart followed by a crowd of sighs 
Through the pale light of a movie theater. 
Chopin upstaged a lovely girl who played guitar 
 
And sang the blues as people sipped coffee. 
Beethoven blared while a poet read 
Aloud his most private, unpublished works. 
 
And Bach, rudest of all, accompanied 
The elegy at a quiet funeral. 
Chopin, Mozart, Beethoven, Bach: Men so 
 
Devoted to order, they played until their hands 
Broke and their minds went deaf. 
But now, their grand symphonies are digitally 
 
Conducted by Cingular, Verizon, and T-Mobile 
During fresh performances, cutting the air 
As coughs once hacked their hallowed melodies.  
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Tongue-Tied 
 
The words wound me with their absence. 
I search my words for her to hear 
 
As my tongue extends in its gentle routine 
To touch the liquid sounds dripping 
 
From the fabric of language in my mind, 
But I only taste quiet, sour flakes 
 
That slowly drift from the frozen rag. 
I prod at the glazed fissures hoping to find 
 
Any region of moisture left―one drop, 
One trickle from a simple phrase 
 
That would tarnish her echoing footsteps, 
But I remain slack-jawed, lonely, dumb. 
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Neon Cyclops 
 
Your blue eye like the blur of flies’ wings. 
Your endless stare: a legion 
of shaded images shuffled 
into the world you’d have 
me see. I almost feel the light 
of your hand on the back 
of my skull, shifting 
my attention towards the next 
brilliant distraction. I never get 
the full story, see the struggle 
behind the conflict, just the blood 
on the lamp. You twist 
your mouth in bleeps 
and poorly dubbed lines, 
hoping that I won’t notice 
your audible tics. 
Sometimes, your mouth seems 
to widen just before you flash 
another stream of light  
so foul I think I might drown 
in fear. But my finger twitches 
and I remember―I can 
silence you with a touch. 
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Metallic Intrusions 
 
The fading red of the old jeep 
mars the woodland’s dull green. 
The baked metal shack cuts 
the interminable trees that twist 
across the plains of central Texas. 
 
Standing under the sun’s weight, 
the young boy braces his arm against 
his side to bear the form of the jack- 
rabbit hanging from his hand 
as if caught during one final leap 
 
away from his bullet’s reach. 
Protected from the light by his short hair 
and shades, his grin stays as rare in this  
place as the polished stone on his chest, 
or the twenty-two rifle held at his side. 
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Ichthus 
 
The old fish wades through taillights 
in rivers of highway. Small and silver 
it lies ancient, humble, passive  
 
and inviting. The head comes to a point 
clear but subtle like a cross 
floating on the folds of a shirt. 
 
The new fish leaps desperately 
toward a hidden crusade. Its yellow head 
is round, empty. The tail is too short 
 
like a ribbon cut from an infinite loop. 
Unable to stand as symbol alone, it cries 
“Support Out Troops!” but fails to say how. 
 
The children march on with eyes wide 
mouths open, sucking air like water 
dragged by a current of orders toward death. 
 
This net of ribbons for the unmentionable 
war cannot keep them from the river 
anymore than it can carry them home. 
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Tantalus 
 
Always falling away from his lips, 
The fruit and the water stretch and bend 
Him with strings of promise. 
 
The secrets he sold still echo today: 
Reach a little higher, stoop just a bit 
Lower, and you might dine with the gods! 
 
But, where are the feasts we were 
Promised, and where is the wine? 
Always on the horizon, retreating. 
 
He never sees his reflection glistening 
On the fruit or rippling in the water, 
Always reaching only for himself. 
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Eclipse 
 
We spoke once of becoming the moon, 
how we must drink milk and burn 
before we can ascend as that ghost  
 
on the night, a force undivided,  
but now we stand here glowing 
in a slow fall of stars. 
 
We want to see love in the tidal gaze, 
the slow-lidded blink, but no amount 
of milk or fire can help us. 
 
Understand: we are shadows―borrowed, 
reflected. We see the bright face 
and forget the warmth it mocks. 
 
So much seen slips by. We 
stand at the edge of speech 
with the sky in our mouths. 
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Torrent 
 
Spill the wine, for we have no blood  
to spare. It has grown thick  
 
with fear and no amount of fire  
will thin it out. Wine runs smoother,  
 
its rivulets more bright than any stain  
on foreign rocks. Leave fire beneath 
 
the earth, for the wine holds light  
of its own. Our blood like molten rock  
 
hardens. But wine, let wine mingle  
with the ocean, rain down  
 
on the land. Let us be witnesses instead  
of knives, palms open to the wind. 
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Shroud of Diana 
 
It advances in the wake of purple dust 
thrown into the air by yellow horses 
dragging his burning chariot away. 
It splashes down across the mountains, 
and flickers on the waking sea. 
 
Innumerable eyes watch with Diana 
as the shy and scorched burrow away 
from it, while the sleek and jaded 
erupt to exhibit their wild forms 
as it slides across their skin. 
 
Diana playfully twirls its hem 
as lovers and thieves steal through its depths, 
sleeping babes dream into its folds, 
sensitive predators find brilliance in its shade 
and feed on fat, witless prey. 
 
A spark in the east signals its flight 
before the hazy blanket ruins 
its clarity in another slow burn 
brought on by her diseased brother 
charging through another blinding day. 
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Song of the Blackbird 
 
  I do not know which to prefer, 
  The beauty of inflections 
  Or the beauty of innuendoes, 
  The blackbird whistling 
  Or just after. 
   ―Wallace Stevens, Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird 
 
Among twenty snowy mountains, 
the only moving thing is the blackbird 
tearing across the sky like a match 
 
lighting his way against the brutal clouds. 
The sublimating winter wall is bursting 
into orange, filling the troubled sky 
 
above the men of Haddam. Surely the Sun 
is not so harsh to bring an untold Spring― 
No! It is the blackbird’s beak shining like a star, 
 
waking white to hundreds of hues as he screams 
across the sky. The river has stopped― 
the blackbird must be here. No longer walking 
 
deep in shadow or watching through the glass, 
he stands in Haddam, sinewy and bright, 
to sing a song more golden, more noble 
 
than any bird, a song to break the circle 
as night breaks day―no longer black and white. 
No more innuendoes, no more whistling slights, 
 
the blackbird sings a song of verity, 
of sorrow, faith, and pride―a song 
to end the troubled decree, where he exists only 
 
beyond sight. Haddam heard the song 
and bowed its head in shame. The Sun was shining 
and it was going to shine. The blackbird stood 
 
in the town where it would never snow again. 
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Ionian Shores 
 
  after Seferis 
 
No sea, no stars, so little sky. 
Why should the dawn want 
to return? My fingers run  
 
idly over a windless flute. No songs, 
no gods, nor the memory of men, 
just breath as dry as sand. 
 
And what will be left? The gap 
of air, salt on the shore, each grain 
a funeral. Even darkness difficult 
 
to find. No heroes of moments,  
no decisions to make, only a faint smell  
of the country’s last rain. It won’t be song 
 
or giants that tear open the sky. Tide, 
the slightest whisper of morning,  
will bring back the day. 
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Dash 
 
Certified born, certifiably dead―two slips  
of paper that mark me like quotes, as if my life  
were something I’d said. If only words were enough,  
 
if words were truth, then I might be more  
than a line between two dates on a tomb.  
I’m sure the engraver spent the shortest  
 
time on that little mark―the life that is  
mine―summarized quickly with one chiseled blow,  
as if the story were over and my breath turned  
 
to stone. Even mathematicians know  
that lines always extend beyond those two points― 
that breath in time, and the infinite choices between. 
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Duchamp’s Nude Descending a Staircase 
 
  An explosion in a shingle factory. 
   ―New York Times, March 16, 1913 
 
As if art were an industry bent 
on the immaculate, a machine 
churning interchangeable 
 
expressions of a stamped ideal. 
The brown tiles step gracefully 
in a geometric glide down  
 
the stairs, where time folds 
over itself in arcs  
and lines, like paper  
 
collaging into a nude, 
stark as the canvas before 
the burden of paint and stares― 
 
empty, until the brush strikes 
its pristine face, leaving 
it broken, shattered, alive. 
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Writing,  
or: Learning to Die 
 
 This ladder has a descending movement, because the ascent, 

 which evokes effort and difficulty, is towards the bottom. 
   ―Hélène Cixous, Three Steps on the Ladder of Writing 

 
I.  The Life in Death 
 
We were all blind and praying for death. Some caught fire, 
some pulled away the flesh as if answers were hidden within, 
some shivered with ecstasy in a glorious disease that spread 
like cold flame. Some were murdered with love. 
 
I buried each one in a shallow grave, pulling at the earth 
just as they had torn at themselves. With the ground peeled back, 
the world shone as bright as the sun. I continued to leave  
the half-buried ones behind until there were only two of us.  
 
Looking into me, with blood falling down his face, he told me  
to keep walking, to suffer the same fate for the crimes we’d committed. 
I killed him then and wept as I dug the last grave of the broken 
cemetery strewn behind me. Now I float on, the last man, 
 
self-exiled to the unknown. I write as I walk. Each word 
is a wound, each step a stab in the dark, each page a bloodletting, 
and all the words will bleed from me until I speak no more. 
I walk to the bottom, where Death waits. 
 
To know is to die, so I look towards him, but he gestures 
behind me. Turning, I see myself through the trails 
I’d trodden. Here, on the extremity of life, as I look back, 
I call the world into question and watch the earth tremble. 
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II.  Night: the Universal Passage 
 
My swollen head is too heavy for my neck  
and growing too big for my arms. It expands  
with each thought and the night begins to slip  
 
like burning film. I’m walking away from the pain  
as if it were something I could leave behind.  
Finally, I sit and hear a grinding in the distance  
 
over the din of my own teeth, ready to break  
from the pressure. I want release, one breath  
of blood to take the tide from my mind. 
 
A black bearded man, sinuous and sick,  
drags a sparking axe at his side. It glows  
white on the ground, leaving a dark mark.  
 
He lifts the axe above his head  
with indiscernible strength to bless me  
with its light. This is the hour of cruelty, 
 
where I come apart. When it strikes,  
my head bursts and I fall, 
spilling onto the ground. I feel the rush  
 
and the wetness on my cheek. The axe  
slides into the distance as I begin to fade.  
There are dreams within my dream  
 
and I feel I’m waking with each sleep,  
until I’m pulled back by small hands.  
When I stand, there is a child  
 
wet and newly born. My head  
is whole and empty, but I know him.  
He begins to lead and I try to follow,  
 
but he moves fast, growing with each step  
and each word he speaks. I feel as though  
I’m chasing myself, though he is stronger  
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than I could ever be. I run after him, 
hanging on his words, living on his breath,  
and it takes all of me just to keep up. 
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III.  The Nether Realm 
 
He said, “We have reached  
the imund hour, the place 
that no hand formed  
and no mind will end. 
 
It is immune  
even to you: a delicate realm 
unto itself, where everyone  
stems from, but only  
 
some have returned. Enter,  
and you will only bring harm 
to yourself. It will take nothing,  
though you may die.” 
 
As I walked, each step forward  
was true, though I ached  
at the loss of me. My footsteps 
closed back over themselves  
 
like slow water smoothing a gap.  
I felt like a hand walking  
across a page, each word lost  
in the acquisition of the next. 
 
I could not see a trail,  
but I knew where I had been. 
I was expanding, rooting 
into this innate 
 
but unfamiliar land without artifice.  
When I stopped, I grew  
down through the floor and up.  
My arms fused with my side  
 
and my head unfolded  
in blossom. I am not.  
There is only a flower  
of fire petalling  
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through the air  
like tongues, speaking  
from the imund, where  
I have always and never been. 
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